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Table 1: Post-2020 targets announced by Australia’s international peers. To help comparability all country
targets have been converted into 2025 levels and are shown as changes on different base years.
The Paris climate summit at the end of the year aims to
deliver the world’s next agreement for reducing
pollution. Ahead of Paris each country has to nominate
its pollution reduction target for the years after 2020.
These targets are critical, because they not only
determine the ability of the global agreement to
succeed, but because they will drive what countries do
domestically for decades to come.
“Ultimately, it is domestic policies implemented
reduce pollution, not international treaties.”
However a successful Paris agreement will provide a
bankable, credible and fair platform enabling countries
to do more at home.
In May, countries continued to announce targets and
implement domestic policies to modernise their
economies and reduce pollution (BOX 1). Crucially,
global capital is also starting to walk the talk, and
investors and their regulators are not waiting for the
Paris outcome before they start to position themselves
for the inevitable transition to a zero pollution global
economy (BOX 2).
The initial targets of our international peers
Since the beginning of the year, countries have been
announcing their initial post-2020 pollution reduction
targets. Australia and New Zealand are yet to announce
draft targets,1 but it is possible to get a broad picture of
what Australia’s international peers are currently
proposing (Table 1).
Overall and depending on the base year, countries are
targeting around -25 to -30 per cent reductions by
2025. This compares to average reductions of around
-15 to -20 per cent pollution reductions by 2020 for
countries current pre-2020 commitments (across
different base years).
Importantly, most countries are proposing to accelerate
their rates of emissions reductions after 2020. To
achieve current commitments countries need to on
average reduce emissions by around 1.5 per cent a
year. Post-2020 targets indicate emissions reductions
closer to nearly 3 per cent per year. Achieving
Australia’s minimum 5 per cent target by 2020 requires
a rate of reduction of just 0.8 per cent per year.
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Figure 1: Australia’s per capita emissions and the pollution intensity of the economy. Levels in 2010
compared to levels implied by minimum 5 per cent emissions reductions 2020 target, and if we caught up to the
USA’s 2025 levels or matched the average of other developed economies.
Will Australia catch up to and even match our
peers?
Comparing countries on a single base year or other
metric is misleading. For example, such comparisons
do not capture the full range of actions that a countries
is taking and do not consider the responsibility or
capacity that a country has to act. Nor do they
recognise that delayed or weak action puts countries at
a competitive disadvantage in an increasingly carbon
constrained world.
As such, two useful metrics also worth considering are
a country’s per capita emissions2 and the pollution
intensity3 of its economy.
Compared to many of our international peers, Australia
does have high per capita emissions and a pollution
intensive economy. The sooner we start to catch up
with others the better off we will be (Figure 1). Further
delay will just leave us further behind and needing to
change faster to match others. Also, Australia’s historic
failure to implement or sustain policies to accelerate
emissions reductions means we have more to do to
close the gap between us and other nations.
Meeting the less than 2°C goal
Governments, including Australia, have set global
warming of 1.5-2°C above pre-industrial average global
temperature as a marker for where extreme weather
and other serious impacts ramp up, making the world a
much more difficult and dangerous place to live. When
Australia announces its target we will need to show
how we are doing our fair share to limit global warming
to less than 2°C. This is in Australia’s interests as much
as any countries given our serious vulnerability to
climate change impacts.
If Australia followed the USA, Canada or the EU would
our target be consistent with this agreed global goal?
Figure 2 shows Australia’s emissions if, after 2020, we
achieved the same targets as these countries. For
example, if Australia reduces emissions by 26 per cent
below 2005 levels by 2025 to follow the USA’s
example, or reduces emissions by 40 per cent below
1990 levels by 2030 like the EU. These countries are
used as illustrative examples as they are the ones most
likely to be used in public comparisons.
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Figure 2: Australia’s emissions in a 2oC world. What if we matched the USA, EU or Canada?
In each scenario, after the target date of 2025 or 2030
emissions are reduced to ensure Australia does not
emit more than would be required to make its minimum
proportional contribution to limiting warming to less
than 2°C.4 This is important because, under a science
based carbon budget, the more we emit now the more
we have to do later to do our bit towards global action.
If we don’t, we are effectively asking other countries to
do the heavy lifting for us.
Figure 2 illustrates that if Australia wants to sit at the
back of the pack and follow Canada’s example of
continuing to lock itself into a polluting economy, we
would largely rule out Australia doing our fair share
towards global efforts. After 2030, emissions would
need to fall to nearly zero in the course of a decade if
we are serious about even a minimum commitment to
2°C.However, if we implemented targets in line with the
USA or the EU we would leave open the possibility of
future targets consistent with a less than 2°C world.
Unlike the targets of The Climate Institute or the
Climate Change Authority (also illustrated in Figure 2),
neither the USA’s or the EU’s targets offer a smooth
glide path to a less than 2°C world. But matching the
USA’s 2025 target would allow somewhat less
draconian emissions reductions in the future, whereas
the EU’s targets leaves much more substantial work to
be done post-2030. This is because the USA’s target is
to 2025 and it does not lock in low levels of ambition to
2030.
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BOX 1: POLICY BOX
May domestic policy announcements:
+ France's lower house passes an energy transition bill to increase renewable energy use to 23 per cent
of the nation’s total energy consumption by 2020 and 32 per cent by 2030. The bill still needs to pass
the upper house.
+ China passes a 10-year action plan for its manufacturing industry that stipulates all manufacturers must
decrease their emissions intensity by 40 per cent over the next decade.
+ Canada submits its formal post-2020 target, which is to reduce emissions by 30 per cent below 2005
levels by 2030, to the UNFCCC.
+ The European Union agrees to strengthen its ETS by establishing a reserve to remove 2 billion surplus
carbon credits from its ETS in 2019.
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ENDNOTES
1 Note that Japan’s target is a draft proposal and is yet to be finalised and formally submitted to the United Nations.
2 Emissions per capita is commonly used internationally as a measure of equity. Countries with high per capita emissions
are generally seen as those who have a greater responsibility to reduce emissions. High per capita emissions can also
indicate that the country has more options to reduce emissions than countries with low per capita emissions (for
example, Australia can likely reduce emissions more cheaply than Norway, as the latter’s electricity sector is already
nearly 100 per cent clean energy).
3 Measuring the emissions intensity of a country’s economy indicates how competitive it may be under carbon
constraints. Countries with lower emissions intensity will generally be better positioned to prosper in the future. The
change in emissions intensity implied by a national emission reduction target also indicates how quickly a country aims
to decarbonise its economy.
4 The Climate Institute recommends using a carbon budget approach that gives a greater than 75 per cent chance of
limiting warming to less than 2°C. For simplicity, this is based on the Climate Change Authority’s 2013-2050 carbon
budget. This gives a greater than 67 per cent chance of limiting warming to less than 2°C.
BOX 2: INVESTMENT BOX
The financial sector has been moving rapidly this month to protect against the risks posed by climate change.
Several unprecedented initiatives from companies, shareholders, and governments have raised the bar for
investment that properly accounts for climate risk.
National government actions include:
+ Norway's parliament agrees to ban the country's $US890 billion sovereign wealth fund from investing in
companies that base at least 30 per cent of their business on coal, either by revenue or output.
+ The French Finance Minister, Michel Sapin, announces that France will soon pass a law requiring
institutional investors to disclose their carbon footprint. The measure is intended to help institutional
investors to understand how their assets are exposed to climate change.
Private sector and international actions include:
+ One of the world’s largest insurance companies, Axa, pledges to remove $US559 million in coal
investments from its portfolio by 2020, and to triple its investments in green technologies to $US3.2
billion.
+ The Church of England Pensions Board pledges to stop making investments in any company where
more than 10 per cent of its revenues are derived from coal or tar sands oil.
+ G20 member states unanimously agrees to launch an inquiry into the fall-out faced by the financial
sector as climate regulations make current investment pathways unviable. The inquiry will be carried out
by the Financial Stability Board, an international body that monitors and makes recommendations about
the global financial system.
+ Royal Dutch Shell investors passes a shareholder resolution requiring the company to report on
whether its business plans were compatible with a 2 degree world. A similar resolution was passed in
April at BP, each with board support.
+ In the US, “resolution 7” requesting Chevron begin returning cash to shareholders rather than invest in
risky, high-carbon projects, was defeated. However this resolution, the first of its kind, attracted much
attention and may herald a new front in climate-related shareholder engagement.
+ A separate climate-related Chevron resolution succeeds, despite board opposition. It means holders of
3 per cent of company shares will be able to directly nominate directors for up to a quarter of board
seats, and was motivated by a desire to make the company’s board more accountable on climate risk.
